quinquennial inspection
church of st. andrew • carlton

pcc of st. andrew • carlton
date of inspection: 11 august 2016

A
1.1

B

introduction
An inspection and report carried out under the Inspection of Churches Measure, 1955, as amended under
the Care of Churches and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction Measure 1991 to the Vicar and Churchwardens.
Diocese:

Leicester

Archdeaconry:

Leicester

Inspected by:

Peter Rogan BA DipArch(Leics) PGDip ACIOB MCIAT AABC RIBA

Date of inspection:

11th August 2016

Date of previous inspection:

19th August 2011

Previous inspection by:

Peter Rogan BA DipArch(Leics) PGDip ACIOB MCIAT AABC RIBA

Weather during inspection:

Sunny with showers

Listed Building Status:

II

Conservation Area Status:

No

Tree Preservation Orders:

Not known

Status of Churchyard:

Closed, but cemetery to rear merges with churchyard.

Description/Historical Background:

A modest church consisting of west tower, nave and chancel with
adjoining vestry. The church was rebuilt in 1764 mainly in brick,
possibly after a fire; the plinth and part of a spiral stair in the
tower are of the local Triassic stone and may be part of the earlier
building. The building was gothicised in 1867 by H. Goddard &
Son who added the limestone window surrounds, and the belfry
and saddleback roof to the upper part of the tower. Other pitch
roofs are of a mixture of slate including some Swithland. The
dedication was also changed from St. Michael at the time of the
Victorian alterations.

scope of the report & limitations

I

This report follows a visual inspection of the fabric only. None of the structure was opened up and it therefore
cannot be said that there are no hidden faults. Recommendations for subsequent opening up are made where
appropriate. The inspection was generally carried out from ground level.

II

The report is not intended as a specification of works, nor should it be used as such. The report is restricted
to the general condition of the building and its defects. However, where possible, the report contains helpful
comments on the causes, effects and likely remedial works, where this is possible or appropriate. The
information given is intended simply as a guide to repair, and is based purely on the visual inspection and the
consideration given during that inspection.
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III

Whilst every care is taken during the inspection to note all present or foreseeable problems, and recommendations
are made to overcome or obviate them, problems can, and very often do, occur during the years between
inspections. It is, therefore, prudent for the PCC to carry out regular visual inspections of the fabric. Where
not already the case, it is strongly recommended that the PCC enter into an annual contract with a local builder
to check and clean out rainwater goods at least twice a year.

IV

Although the Measure requires the church to be inspected every five years, it should be realised that serious
problems may develop in between these surveys if minor defects are left unattended. Churchwardens are required
by the Care of Churches and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction Measure 1991 to make an annual inspection of the fabric
and furnishings of the church, and to prepare a report for consideration by the meeting of the PCC before the
Annual Parochial Church Meeting. This then must be presented, with any amendments made by the PCC, to
the Annual Parochial Church Meeting.

V

The PCC is reminded that insurance cover should be index linked, so that adequate cover is maintained against
inflation of building costs. Contact should be made with the insurance company to ensure that insurance cover
is adequate. The PCC should be aware of that some insurers are now significantly reducing cover for theft of
external metals.

VI

The repairs recommended in the report will generally be subject to Faculty jurisdiction.

VII

The following items, when contained within the church, were not inspected or tested, other than a visual appraisal,
and such inspections and tests should be carried out by specialists in these respective fields, and where appropriate
a certificate of condition and performance should be obtained by the PCC from the specialists appointed.

a

Electrical Installations
Any electrical installation should be tested at least every quinquennium by a registered NICEIC electrician, and
a resistance and earth continuity test should be obtained on all circuits. The engineer’s test report should be
kept with the church log book. This present report is based upon a visual inspection of the main switchboard
and of certain sections of the wiring selected at random, without the use of instruments.
A test certificate for the electrical system (29/11/2013) was made available. A new test should be carried
out within 5 years of the last inspection. The installation is approximately 15 years old and seemingly in good
order.
Testing of portable appliances should also be carried out as required by the Electricity At Work Regulations 1989.
The frequency of this testing is dependant on a number of factors, but should at least be carried out every 5 years
and more regular tests may be appropriate where subject to regular use or potentially vulnerable to damage.

b

Heating Installations
The heating is provided by means of wall mounted electric radiant heating. It is recommended that these heaters
be checked periodically, at least every five years, last checked in 2013.

c

Bells and Bell frame and ancillary bell ringing equipment
The bellframe is from the Victorian alterations with a date for the installation of 1868. Four bells by John Taylors
of Loughborough, the treble 28 inches, the tenor 34 inches, hung in the original timber low-sided frame. The
bells have not been rung for a significant number of years and it is likely that some repairs and strengthening of
the frame would be needed to allow full-circle ringing to occur again, but some bells are chimed by the clock.
The installation should still be checked periodically to ensure that the frame and bells do not present a danger
through decay or rusting of fittings: bell mountings bolts are significantly rusted and a specialist inspection and
report is advisable. To encourage routine inspection improvements to access would be desirable.
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d

Clocks
The clock is by Gillett & Johnson. It is housed in a wooden enclosure within the clock chamber. There is a
dial to the north tower elevation only, the face mounted over an original small window. A pencilled record on
a window jamb states that the clock was installed 23/9/1937, repaired overhauled and regilded 1962 by John
Smith of Derby and again 1978. The clock was operational and still appeared to be in good order.

e

Pipe Organ, Piano etc.
There is no pipe organ. There is a Victorian harmonium (reed organ) and electronic keyboard, neither tested.

f

Fire Extinguishers
All extinguishers should be inspected annually by a competent engineer to ensure they are in good working order.
A minimum of two water type fire extinguishers (preferably sited adjacent to exits) should be provided plus
additional special extinguishers for the organ and electrical fires. Large churches will require more extinguishers.
As a general rule of thumb, one water extinguisher should be provided for every 250 sq. metres of floor area.
Typical requirements are:
Location
General areas
Organ & for electrical fires

Type of Extinguisher
Water
CO2

The extinguishers were last checked in 2010 and testing is therefore overdue.
g

Lightning Conductor
There is a lightning conductor tape mounted on the west face of the tower with rod mounted at the top of the
western tower parapet; there appears to be no tape across the tower ridge or rod to the east side of the tower.
The design standards for lightning conductor systems have changed with the latest British Standards and it
may be advisable to discuss with insurers whether it may be necessary to carry out a check of the design of the
conductor system to see if it provides adequate protection The calculations necessary to determine the need
for and proper design of a lightning conductor system are complex and the realm of specialist engineers.
The system should be regularly tested in accordance with the latest British Standard and it is recommended that
a contract for this be set up with a reputable specialist. The current standards appear to recommend testing at
least every 2.5 years. The system was last tested in 2014; testing soon is desirable.

h

Audio/Visual Equipment
No sound enhancement or hearing aid loop system appears to be installed.

i

Beetle Infestation and Rot
Woodwork or other parts of the building that are covered, unexposed or inaccessible have not been inspected.
The adviser cannot therefore report that any such part of the building is free from defect.
Woodworm/beetle attack and decay was noted in various places, most notably the floorboarding to the pew
platforms where some of the boards have already been replaced. I understand that whilst some timber treatment
work has been carried out in the past but not in recent times. Many treatment systems are now water based
and should not be used indiscriminately as dampening timber can itself exacerbate decay and involves use of
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potentially harmful chemicals. However, if significant areas of live attack or decay are noted then further and
specialist advice should be sought and use of treatment “paste, such as “Deepkill” (Sovereign Chemicals) could
be suitable.
j

Bats
It is possible that there is bat activity inside or around the exterior of the building. Bats are a protected species;
should any work be undertaken that could endanger bats or their roosts then it may be necessary to obtain a
licence from Natural England or seek advice from accredited specialists.

VIII

Log Book
The Log Book was made available for inspection. Rather than the standard log book format, works undertaken
have been recorded in the Terrier, but a complete and effective record of works appears to have been made.
Works completed since the last quinquennial inspection are listed in section 1.

IX

Terrier & Inventory
The PCC are reminded that the Terrier and Inventory should be checked and, if necessary, corrected by the
minister and churchwardens on the following occasion: on the election or re-election of churchwardens at the
annual parishioners’ meeting; at least once every three years at a time to be decided by the archdeacon; at any
change in the incumbency of the parish.

X

Asbestos Management Plan
It is a requirement of the Health & Safety Executive that all those responsible for the care and maintenance
of all non-domestic buildings, including places of worship, have an Asbestos Management Plan to manage and
minimise risks from exposure to asbestos and asbestos-containing materials. This requirement exists even if no
asbestos is present.
An Asbestos Management Plan was not available for inspection.
Guidance on how to produce an Asbestos Management Plan is produced by the Health & Safety Executive.
If the presence of asbestos is identified then the best way to manage risk from the material, which may include
removal, containment or, with lower risk asbestos containing materials, use of warning notices, can be considered.
The Plan should be made readily available to workmen and others to inform them where asbestos may be present
and so that they can take appropriate measures to reduce risk of exposure where necessary.

XI

Fire Risk Assessments and the Fire Safety Order
A Fire Risk Assessment exists but was not available for inspection.
Since October 2006 previous fire safety legislation has been replaced by the Fire Safety Order.This new legislation
applies to all non-domestic premises including places of worship. It requires those with responsibility for the
management of premises to appoint a responsible person to consider fire safety issues, undertake fire risk
assessments and ensure the implementation of recommendations to ensure the safety of building users in the
event of fire.

XII

Security
The church is situated across the centre of the churchyard. The front of the church is fairly well overlooked
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by houses and visible from the road, but less well overlooked to the rear and with the potential for damage or
anti-social activities to occur unseen.
Theft of metals from roofs is re-emerging as a problem as the price of metals fluctuates. Fortunately the church
has mainly slated roofs, with only a few lead flashings and valley gutters reasonably accessible.
The use of Smartwater applied to certain external metals has become a condition of insurers in order to maintain
insurers cover; Smartwater must also be registered with manufacturer in order to be traceable. The PCC is also
advised to consider any recommendations and conditions relating to its insurance cover.
It is recommended that stained glass be photographically recorded and any other works or items of importance
are recorded with copies of photographs stored away from the church.
XIII

Health & Safety
This report does not constitute a full health & safety audit but the following items are particularly brought to
the PCC’s attention:
-

XIV

There is a raised paving to the threshold of the gates which is a trip hazard;
Some minor modifications to the tower access could improve the safety of access (especially to the
belfry);
The need to frequently check and clean moss/algae growth to the main door step which is promoted
by run-off from the tower roof.

Access and facilities for people with disabilities
The Disability Discrimination Act gave people with disabilities the right to access the same services and facilities
available to able bodied people. From October 2004 this included the requirement to make changes to remove
physical barriers but this did not remove the requirement to obtain any necessary consents such as Faculty approval.
In situations where it is not possible to reconcile access needs with other such restrictions it could be acceptable
to provide the service by other means. The Equalities Act has now replaced the Disability Discrimination Act but
generally encompasses the same aims. However, the new Equalities Act expands the definitions of ‘qualifying’
disabilities and also gives new rights to people associated with those having the disability to give them certain
rights and protection, as well as introducing the concept of ‘perception’ of disability, where a person could be
given protection when discrimination results from an incorrect assumption of the existence of a disability.
A detailed assessment of access provisions and facilities for people with disabilities is outside the scope of this
report. If not already undertaken, the PCC should consider carrying out an access audit: guidance on how
to prepare an Access Audit is available in “Through the Eye of a Needle” published by Church House Publishing.
BS.8300:2009 “Design of buildings and their approaches to meet the needs of disabled people “ provides detailed guidance
for detailed design in respect of new building work.
Pathways are generally in good order leading from main access routes and potential parking/drop off points for
car users, although there is no car park as such. There is a single step into the church: the potential to modify
path levels to eliminate this step could be considered and until then portable a ramp is required (which is available
in the tower/porch area). A single leaf of the double doors in not in itself wide enough to allow a wheelchair to
past, and a wheelchair user might not be easily able to negotiate the churchyard gates at present. The need for
alterations to the gate etc. should also be considered in the context of users of powered wheelchairs and right
of access for people visiting the cemetery as well as the church.
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C

condition report

1

Works carried out since the last
Quinquennial Inspection.

i

The following works have been undertaken since the last
inspection in 2006:
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

3FNPWBMPGEJTFBTFEDIFTUOVUUSFFGSPNDIVSDIZBSE
*TPMBUFESFQMBDFNFOUPGEFDBZFECSJDLT
-PPTFëPPSUJMFTSFCFEEFE
-JNFNPSUBSSFQBJSTUPEFDBZFEDIBODFMTUFQ
(VUUFSTDMFBSFE
3PPGUPUPXFSBDDFTTSFTMBUFE
3FQBJSTUPUPXFSBSDITUPOFXPSLJOUFSOBMMZ

2

General condition

i

The PCC continue to be very proactive in attending to
necessary repairs and so the building remains in a good
condition which is to the credit of the PCC Churchwardens
and local community.

ii

Any repairs identified in this report are generally relatively
minor in nature.

Above: Church from the south showing the entrance path.
Below:Tower roof, south slope, gaps to end ridge tiles. Bottom:
Re-slated roof to the tower access.

External
3

Roof coverings

i

The Tower roof was re-roofed in 1998. It consists of
steeply pitched Welsh slate and a central ridge of clay tiles,
red terracotta. The slate appears to be Welsh type with an
orange lichen growth, particularly on the south side. Some
loss of mortar to the end ridge tiles and end ridge tile
truncated, as previously noted, but otherwise all remains in
satisfactory condition at the moment. No guttering fitted.
Coping stones still appear to be in satisfactory condition,
although possible slight loss of mortar to the ridge pieces, as
noted previously.

ii

Stair turret roof re-slated and now in a good condition.

iii

The Nave roof has Swithland slate laid in diminishing
courses on the south pitch and green slate (green Welsh
or Westmoreland) on the north pitch with red clay ridge
tiles. This was re-roofed in 2001, all remains in satisfactory
order but the bitumen underfelt to the bottom of the roof
is decayed where it dresses into the gutter. 3 or 4 chipped
slates up the north side of the roof, still appears mostly in
satisfactory order at the moment. Daylight visible inside
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through a hole in the north slope, which is odd if underfelt is
present - slipped slate needs renewing and investigation as to
the condition of the underfelt may be needed.
iv

The Chancel roof of green slate laid in diminishing courses
with red clay ridge tiles, all appears to be in satisfactory
order with only minor clamps to slates. Lead flashing to
Nave wall and to copings on the east gable wall appear to be
satisfactory.

v

Vestry roof runs into the south slope of the Chancel with
lead valley gutter, which all appears to still be in satisfactory
order.

vi

Slate roof to Vestry, blue Welsh slate with lead lined gutter
to the wall of the Nave and red clay ridge tiles, all remains
in satisfactory order. Decorative stone chimney, now
redundant.

4

Rainwater goods and disposal systems

i

There are no gutters fitted to the Tower or to the ladder
terrace roof. The Nave roof has ogee cast iron gutters
to each side with one downpipe. On the south side this
downpipe leads to a water butt. Other gutters of half round
cast iron.

ii

Rainwater goods will need repainting within the next 2
years.

Top: Swithland slate to the south side of the church. Above:
Vestry slating and hidden valley. Below: Chancel and vestry
downpipes lack gullies. Bottom: Downpipe and gulley to the
vestry west side.

RWP1 – on the north side of the Nave. Cast iron downpipe
connecting into an oversized pipe which extends into
the ground with no gulley. Lower pipe section not
secured to the wall. Upper socket cracked and signs
of leak stains. Lack of gulley means it is difficult to
be certain if water is draining away correctly.
RWP2 – north side of Chancel. Cast iron downpipe,
appears in satisfactory order but no gulley to base.
Algal growth on the pipe.
RWP3 – south side of Chancel. Cast iron downpipe, appears
to be in satisfactory order but pipe extends into clay
drainage pipe with no gulley. Sealed to clay pipe
with cement fillet.
RWP4 – east side of Vestry. Cast iron pipe, appears to be in
satisfactory order but with pipe extending straight
into ground without gulley. Clay fillet around the
pipe is cracked.
RWP5 – cast iron pipe to the west side of the Vestry. Pipe
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extends over clay gulley, appears to be in satisfactory
order. The drain in this area below ground is
believed to have been renewed in the recent past.
RWP6 – south side of Nave. Cast iron downpipe with
lower section of pipe extending into water butt with
a makeshift connection. The lower pipe section
has a wraparound temporary repair. There is no
overflow to the water butt. There is a gulley within
the ground but no proper overflow pipe to serve it.
Recommend the water butt be modified or replaced
with one that allows water to drain cleanly to the
gulley when water butt is full.
5

Below ground drainage

i

There are no manholes or inspection point to allow the
drainage below ground to be inspected. I understand that
the drain from the downpipe to the west side of the Vestry
has been renewed at some point in the recent past and
extends to a soakaway south of the church. The condition
and routes of other drainage appears to be unknown. I
would recommend that downpipes be checked in heavy rain
to check that water is draining away effectively. It may also
be prudent to have a CCTV survey to identify the routes of
and to check the condition of underground drainage.

6

Parapets and upstand walls

i

There are parapets with stone copings to all roof ends. It is
presumed that these have been repointed as roofs have been
replaced, and all appear to be in satisfactory condition at
present. The parapet to the Vestry has a large pinnacle with a
flue, now redundant. There is a cross on the east gable of the
Nave which records show was refixed and checked in recent
times, as noted on the last report, although the adjoining
coping joint is washed out.

7

Walling

i

There are a mixture of walling types and materials which
reflect the rebuilding of the church and later alterations. The
church generally has a plinth of the local Triassic sandstone
and stone quoins of the same material. There are also corner
buttresses to the Tower of Triassic sandstone.

ii

Walling generally is of brick laid in Flemish bond. Windows
are later and of limestone. There is a stone parapet and
coping generally to roof ends/verges.

Above: Nave south side downpipe and water butt.
Below: Vestry roof east side and gutter. Bottom:Tower, north
face.

Tower – north wall
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i

In three stages, at low level sandstone changes at a height of
about 2 metres to brickwork.

ii

Main church doors – a pair of timber doors with an arched
surround, all of which appears to be in satisfactory order.
The stone threshold to the door has cracked to the centre
and has an open joint. Joists to each shallow lower step
are also generally open. I understand that this step has to
be regularly cleaned because of water run off causing moss
growth due to the lack of guttering to the Tower roof. There
is slight open joints to defined joints in the stone arch and
surround, but not significant - all generally as noted in 2011.

iii

Slight loss of pointing to the stonework to the east side of
the door, but not significant and as before. Pointing to the
brickwork are above the door appears to be satisfactory at
present with just one open perpend and very slight mortar
loss elsewhere. Flood light fixed above door.

iv

Stone string course to the base of the second stage of the
Tower. Some slight damage to the string course but appears
satisfactory at present. The original window has been
covered by a clock face which appears still in reasonable
order.

v

Stone corner buttresses, and then a further string course
below the Belfry stage of the Tower. The Belfry stage consists
of a central open lancet with two blind brick infilled side
lancets. The louvres to the central lancet have been replaced
in recent times with new oak, which is still in satisfactory
order.

vi

The pointing to the upper stage of the Tower all appears to
be in satisfactory order.

vii

Two side stone piers to the central area of brickwork
containing the lancets, stone corbel below the roof eaves.

viii

Iron boot scrapers to each side of the main doors.

Above:Tower north door. Below: High level belfry openings in
detail. Bottom: Lower part of the tower, west side.

Tower – west face
i

Three stages, the lower stage consists of stonework to a
height of about 2 metres with stone corner buttresses.
Central lancet window to the bottom stage of the tower,
pointing appears to be in satisfactory order at present.
Crack to one jamb stone of the window but otherwise
satisfactory.

ii

The jambs of the window appear to be of sandstone but with
limestone cill and head.
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iii

Open perpends to the stonework at path level, but pointing
generally to stonework is satisfactory at present. Benchmark
within the stonework below the window. Earth cable leads
to lightning conductor strap which is located against the
buttress in the north west corner of the Tower. This appears
to be in satisfactory order.

iv

String course to base of the second stage of the Tower, some
chips but basically in satisfactory condition and as previously
noted.

v

Some weathering of bricks in the second stage but all still
appears to be satisfactory at present. Some patching and
later brickwork evident as past repairs. Stone window
surround to circular window.

vi

Belfry stage consists of tall central lancet with lower side
lancets which are blind and filled with brick. Louvres to
the central lancet have been replaced and appear to be in
satisfactory order. Gable then above the windows forming
the west end of the saddleback roof. Lightning conductor
rod to the ridge stone.

vii

Some loss of mortar to the stonework of the corner
buttress on the south side, including some open horizontal
joints. Some making good of the mortar is desirable and
in due course will become necessary; the condition has not
worsened significantly since 2011.
South face of the tower

i

Ladder turret against the east side, built in three stages. An
attached wooden shed conceals stonework at the lower part
of the Tower above which is scribed stucco with a stone
corner buttress visible on the western corner. Stucco has
been patched in the past but appears to be still satisfactory.

ii

Within the shed stonework can be seen to be decayed in
places and with some pointing desirable but protected at
present by the shed, as noted in 2011.

iii

The middle stage of the Tower has an off centre circular
stone window, surrounded by brickwork, with stone corner
buttress. This all appears to be satisfactory at present,
although a few lower level bricks are starting to show some
decay, not worsened significantly since 2011.

iv

The Belfry stage of this Tower consists of 3 lancets, the
central one open with timbre louvres, oak, in satisfactory
condition, and two blind brick filled lancets that on the
east side is truncated by the abutment of the stair or ladder
turret. Stone pillars to each side of the central panel. Slight
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gap in the mortar below the kneeler stone and coping on
the west side of the eaves and open joints to stonework
under the eastern kneeler. Stone corbel below the eaves.
Brickwork and stonework appears satisfactory.
v

Ladder turret has timber door and base which is generally in
satisfactory condition but with a board placed over the base,
presumably to cover rotten timber. The lower jamb on the
west side is also still decayed and needs repair. Door may
benefit from oiling with tung oil.

vi

Brickwork above has been in more than one phase. Two slit
windows with stone surrounds, appear to be satisfactory.
Upper brickwork beneath the roof eaves, over the window,
recently repointed in a grey mortar mix.

vii

West face of the ladder turret appears generally to be in
satisfactory condition but with a slight hair crack where the
structure abuts the Tower at the top.

viii

East side of the ladder turret: slight loss of mortar to
one joint and a few decayed bricks, but generally appears
satisfactory.

Above:Tower, south face. Below:Tower, east face. Bottom:
South side of the nave.

East face of the Tower
i

Visible above the Nave roof. Central lancet only with timber
louvres, appears to be in satisfactory order. Brick generally
with stone to corners, appears to be in satisfactory order.
‘S’ shaped tie plate to the top of the gable, all as previously
noted.
South elevation of Nave

i

Stone plinth, Triassic sandstone with brick above. Stone
quoins to corners and stone framed windows. Also
sandstone corbel below the gutter. One significantly decayed
corbel stone off centre on the elevation, as previously noted.

ii

Quoins generally appear to be in good order, one open
joint visible on the west corner - previously noted but now
pointed up. Approximately 8 decayed stones within the
plinth, some now patched with lime mortar and open joints
filled.

iii

Since the last inspection there has been significant isolated
replacement of decayed bricks and patch pointing in lime
mortar.
West elevation of the Nave

i

To the south side of the Tower, largely obscured by the stair
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turret, corner stone quoins visible with one horizontal joint
at high level open and in need of pointing up, as previously
noted.
ii

To the north side of the Tower some open joints in the
stonework at low level as you step off the path. One
characteristically decayed ashlar just below the brickwork,
but all still generally in satisfactory order other than the
pointing of the low level joints.
North side of Nave

i

Stone plinth with brickwork above, stone corner quoins,
stone corbel and limestone surrounds to windows.
Some open joints in the stone plinth would benefit from
repointing. In practice, it is likely that about 80% of the
stonework would benefit from repointing, although in the
short term some localised patch pointing would probably
suffice as the condition does not seem to have worsened
significantly since 2011.

ii

Brickwork above has been repointed with a hardish mortar
which is relatively shallow and reveals behind it the original
lime mortar. The majority of pointing is still sound and
intact, despite being fairly shallow, but eventually repointing
will be required, although at present this is not a priority and
all still satisfactory at present.

iii

One area of slightly decayed brickwork between the western
and central window. A few chips and damage to the corbel
but generally satisfactory. One very decayed stone in the
plinth at low level towards the east end, as previously noted.

Above: Nave, west wall abutting the tower - algal growth due
to tower rainwater discharge. Below: Nave, north side. Second
below: Eroded stone in the nave plinth. Bottom: Render to
nave, east wall.

East gable of Nave
i

Stucco with scribed joints at high level with stone quoins
visible below on the north side and an area of brickwork.
Stone plinth to base. Open joint visible to the parapet
just below the cross. Stucco generally appears to be in
satisfactory order, slight hair crack around the kneeler stone
to the bottom of the coping on the north side. Pointing
to the lower level plinth rough in places but basically
satisfactory. Pointing at higher level similar to the north
elevation in that it is a later shallow repointing, but all sound
at present, and generally all as recorded in 2011.
North side of Chancel

i

Stone plinth at low level with brickwork above containing
two lancet windows with limestone surrounds. Pointing to
the low level plinth is satisfactory at present. Pointing to the
brickwork shows different phases of repointing, or different
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rates of weathering. Mortar appears to be of lime base.
Stone surrounds to windows appear to be satisfactory. Open
joints to the perpends of the stone corbels - all generally still
as previously noted.
East gable wall of the Chancel
i

Stone plinth with stone quoins, brickwork with three light
window with limestone surround. Brickwork has been
repointed in the recent past and is in good order. Stone base
also in good order with pointing satisfactory. Recent repairs
to stone window surround all still satisfactory.
South wall of Chancel where visible around
to the Vestry abutment.

i

Stone plinth, stone quoins, brick generally with stone corbel
to top. One section of renewed stone corbel. Some hard
pointing to the stonework plinth but still in satisfactory
order. Pointing to the brickwork consists of relatively hard
surface pointing with lime mortar behind. A few decaying
bricks and some failing mortar at low level but the majority
still sound at present.

Above: Chancel, east gable. Below: Chancel, south wall.
Bottom: Vestry, south gable.

East elevation of the Vestry
i

Stone plinth containing a large number of edge bedded
stones which are failing but remain satisfactory at present.
Pointing to the stonework satisfactory. Stone quoins to
south corner. Brickwork centrally has been repointed with
a relatively hard mix, but it is all generally sound at present,
with just a slight loss of mortar near to the downpipe.

ii

Hair crack in the brickwork at high level close to a
downpipe.
South elevation of the Vestry

i

Stone base with stone quoins, large stone pinnacle formerly
a chimney, limestone surrounds to windows, mainly
brickwork. The stone plinth contains a number of edge
bedded stones, but appears to be generally satisfactory
at present. Decay to the stone window surrounds but
satisfactory at present. Later repointing of the brickwork
with a hard mix which is failing, particularly above the
windows and patch repointing is desirable. A few slightly
weathered bricks, but probably no replacement required.

ii

As previously noted, some evidence of settling of this
elevation and outward lean, seemingly old and now believed
to be stable since drainage improvements.
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West side of the Vestry
i

Stone plinth at low level, generally satisfactory, slight gap
in perpend near the gulley. Hair crack in the brickwork at
high level now filled with lime mortar; hard mortar used to
repoint the wall in the past.

8

Timber porches, doors and canopies

i

There are no timber porches or canopies.

ii

The north door of the Tower is the main entrance and the
only entrance into the church itself. As previously noted,
there is some old and long standing decay in the bottom of
the doors and some mould growth, which probably results
from the overflow from the Tower roof. Beyond this the
finish of the doors is currently in satisfactory order. Very
slight rust to loop handle but not of concern.

iii

Crack in door threshold and gap between stone threshold
and tiles internally. Doors seem to function properly and
appear to be in satisfactory order.

iv

Small door to Tower - timber boarded, panel fixed across
bottom presumably to cover old decay in timber, slight rust
to ironmongery but not significant.

v

Decay in door frame to both sides, but particularly in the
west side. Some further decay in the timber beginning to
appear above the lower strap hinge and proper repair by a
joiner is desirable. Door grain would benefit from feeding
with a mixture of linseed oil and turpentine, tung oil or
application of further preservative.

9

Windows

Above: Vestry, west wall. Below:Tower access door.
Bottom: Chancel window.

W1 – east window. Recent repairs to the stonework and
glazing releaded, all appears to be in good order at
present.
W2 and W3 – lancet windows on the north side of the
Chancel. Stonework appears to be in satisfactory
order at present, although old indent repairs and hair
cracks visible.. Windows have original leading, but
appear to be sound at present.
W4 – two light window on the north side of the Nave.
Limestone surround appears to be in good order.
Plain glass diamond leaded with original leading,
appears to be satisfactory. Internal saddle bars of
iron are rusting and may damage stonework in due
course.
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W5 – two light window central on north wall of Nave.
Stained glass has been repaired and remounted in
isothermal system with new external plain glass
within original stone surround. Slight decay to jamb
stones of the window externally on the west side but
recently repointed and all still sound at present.
W6 – western window in the north wall of the Nave. Some
slight decay to jamb stones, particularly on the west
side, but recently repointed and in satisfactory order
at present. Original leading to plain diamond set
glass with slight bowing but not significant. Opening
light appears to be in satisfactory order with mesh
grille fitted across the front to be allowed to be kept
open and exclude birds.
W7 – lancet window in the west face of the Tower. Slight
hair crack in the limestone cill, old decay to the
Above: Nave window. Below: Nave window with vent.
Bottom: Nave window.
sandstone jambs, repointed and satisfactory at
present. Old leading to glass which is generally plain
glass with some painted panels. Bowing of glazing
but still appears sound at the moment. Remaining
rusting metal fittings, presumably from an old
window guard. These should be removed to prevent
damage to the stone and the old holes filled with
lime mortar.
W8 – western window in the south wall of the Nave.
Limestone surround, some decay but all sound
at present. Diamond set leaded lights, leading
generally sound but some slight bowing to the
panels. Saddle bars internally are rusting and may
damage stonework in due course.
W9 – central window in south side of Nave. Limestone
surround, some decay to jambs and upper tracery
but all seems satisfactory at present. Some bowing
of leading but all seems sound. Opening light with
mesh protection over. Saddle bars with rust internal
and rusting which may damage stonework.
W10 – eastern window in the south wall of the Nave.
Limestone surround with some weathering to
jambs and arch stones, but all appears satisfactory.
Plain glass leaded panels seem sound and have been
renewed, saddle bars internally have been painted.
W11 – pair of windows in the south wall of the Vestry.
Limestone surround is decayed but remains sound.
Leaded panels appear sound, some rust to the saddle
bars internally.
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W12 – circular window in the south side of the Tower.
Stone surround, slight open joint to top but not
significant, lead cames are old and starting to fail
where quarries (panes) have been renewed.
W13 – circular window in the west wall of the Tower.
Lead cames are old and starting to bow, a couple of
replacement quarries.
W14 – former circular window in the north wall of the
Tower now covered by clock.
W15 and W16 – slit windows in the Ladder Turret. Stone
surrounds, both in satisfactory order.
10

Tower

i

The exterior of the Tower and the roof are described
elsewhere. Internally the lower stage of the Tower forms
the entrance porch, the ceiling forms the floor of the Clock
Chamber and is supported on stone corbels.

ii

The intermediate chamber houses the clock, the floor
contains a hatch floor for the lowering of bells. The floor
still appears to be in satisfactory order but an area of stone
tile and brick near to the ladder top may benefit from some
levelling and consolidation. The ceiling consists of the
underside of the Belfry floor, oak beams and wide boards
show extensive beetle attack, and the possibility of live
infestation exists.

iii

The walls of the chamber have been plastered with various
patches at various dates. Some areas appear to be loose but
repair not a priority at present.

iv

The older stone staircase has been truncated and is now
accessed by a short piece of ladder which is set against the
lower step of the remaining spiral stair. Spiral stair has one
or two decayed treads. The bell frame intrudes into the head
of the stair making access into the belfry very awkward. It
may be preferable to form a hatch and install a fixed ladder
from the clock chamber area.

v

Some decay of brickwork within the stair section but not in
need of urgent repair. Crack in the east wall of the chamber
has two tell-tales fixed. As previously noted, the tell-tale at
low level has been knocked and does not appear to give an
accurate reading. The upper tell-tale may show some slight
movement but does not appear to be significant. It would
be sensible to have this crack filled with plaster as a means to
monitor the movement long term. Cracks do not seem to
have worsened but filling the cracks will give a more reliable
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Above: Clock face. Below:Tower floor to the clock chamber.
Second below: Underside of the belfry floor. Bottom: Crack
guage in the tower.
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way to check this.
vi

To the Belfry level the bells are housed in a timber low
sided frame. There are 4 bells which are no longer rung
but used for clock chiming. The roof of the bell chamber
consists of the underside of the Tower roof and appears to
be in satisfactory order. The brickwork to the walls of the
Belfry are generally satisfactory with just some slight decay,
especially to the east and south sides, but no work appears to
be required at present and generally as previously recorded.

v

Belfry louvres have been renewed in the recent past and are
backed with chicken wire mesh to prevent entry of birds.

vi

The bells should not be rung without a detailed inspection
by a qualified bell hanger; were the bells to be brought back
into use the stitching of cracks in the tower is very advisable.

vii

The ground floor level of the Tower, the entrance porch, has
a geometric tiled floor which has some loose laid entrance
matting with rubber edging. Some gaps in grout starting to
form in the tiles and some more significant gaps to the back
of the entrance doors, but all appears to be sound at present
in this area.

viii

Carpet runner extends into the Tower area and is laid on a
breathable backing. Additional rubber backed entrance matt
could trap damp or cause the floor to sweat. There are stone
steps to the Font which is positioned in the base of the Tower
against the south wall.

ix

Stone corbels on the south wall supporting the ceiling show
some decay but are still satisfactory at present. The floor
and ceiling viewed from the underside which forms clock
chamber floor all appears to be sound when viewed from
ground level.

x

Walls generally stucco with scribed stone joints, to the most
part appear to be sound. In the west wall the lancet window
with a hair crack running above up to the central corbel
stone supporting the floor. Also hair crack to the south side
of the window between the window and the corner of the
wall. Neither crack appears to be particularly significant at
present and should simply by monitored and appear similar
to 2011.

xi

Some decay of the limestone head to the window viewed
from the inside and open joint both to the top of the
stonework and between the stonework and the plaster, as
noted in 2011.

xii

In the north corner of the wall a timber boxing houses the
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Above: Bell with timber headstock and old fixing bolts. Below:
tower roof interior. Second below:Tower base ceiling. Bottom:
Tower base north wall, patched plaster.
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void for the clock weights. Hair cracks in the old plaster
and stucco towards the north east corner, to one side of the
entrance doors and running from the corner of the arch
above the entrance doors, and new plaster patching.
xiii

Limestone arch leads into the Nave at the west end. The
lower parts of the arch on both sides, the springing had been
decayed,presumably this was the result of water ingress due
to the lack of guttering on the Tower. Staining in the plaster
to the corners below the spring of the arch also suggested
water ingress is the root cause of the decay of the stonework.
Since the last inspection the decayed stone has been cut back
and new stone installed to the springing of the arch, and
adjoining plaster renewed. All is now satisfactory except
that making good/application of limewash to new/damaged
plaster is desirable in due course.

11

Clocks and their enclosures

i

The clock is located in the clock chamber of the Tower, it is
by Gillett & Johnson. It has subsequently been serviced by
various people including Smith of Derby. It is housed within
a wooden enclosure. It appears to be in very good order and
properly maintained. Clock weights from within a timber
enclosure extending down into the foyer area of the ground
floor area of the Tower.

ii

The clock face is on the north elevation of the Tower only
and remains in satisfactory order.

12

Roof and ceiling voids

i

There are no concealed ceiling voids.

13

Roof structures, ceiling and ceilures

i

The roof structure to the Tower consists of purlins and
rafters visible from inside the Belfry. There is no underlay
to the slate. Viewed from low level within the Belfry the
roof structure appears to be in satisfactory order and was
presumably checked when the roof was renewed in 1998.
The point to the ridge tiles is suspect, which could cause
leaks.

ii

The Nave roof consists of two end and two mid-spaced king
post trusses which have elaborate fret work placed within
them. The undersides of the truss beams have moulded
stocks and chamfers with cassellated top edges. It is possible
that some of the decoration was added when the church
was Gothicised in the later Victorian period. Purlins also
have chamfers and stop ends. There are two purlins equally
spaced to each roof side and a ridge beam. To the underside
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Above: Renewed stonework to the tower arch. Below:The clock
mechanism. Bottom: Nave ceiling with hole in roof visible.
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of the rafters are applied diagonal timber boards in alternate
directions. The boarding and the ridge piece look more
recent than the remainder of the roof structure and probably
date from the later Victorian alterations, whereas the main
roof structure is probably from the late 1700s rebuild. Some
white staining visible between board joints, particularly in
the south pitch of the roof and towards the east end, but
elsewhere as well. This staining probably dates from old
problems with the roof and presumably now corrected by
re-roofing in 2001, but any worsening should be reported
and daylight is visible through a hole in the south pitch of
the roof near the west end. The roof is generally stained
dark brown, some slight failure of the stain finish, especially
to purlins, but all currently satisfactory. Splits and shakes in
purlins do not appear to be significant.
iii

The Chancel roof consists of scissor trusses with sarkin
boards above the rafters and probably dates from the late
Victorian alterations. There has been some movement of
the east gable wall, slight and I understand corrected by
consolidation work carried out in the recent past. There is
some spray foam between the final rafter and the wall finish
which needs to be trimmed off neatly and made good. The
roof structure itself appears to be in satisfactory order when
viewed from below, but daylight still visible at the ridge of
the roof just behind the east wall. On external inspection
this relates to two ridge ventilators placed at each end of the
roof and is not significant.

iv

Vestry roof, two purlins and exposed rafters with sarking
boards. Both purlins have had metal shoes fitted to each end
indicating some past problems with rot or water ingress.
Some slight staining of boards in places but all generally still
satisfactory now.

14

Upper floors, balconies, access stairs

i

Other than the Tower previously described there is no upper
floor, balcony or access stair. Access to the Tower is via the
ladder turret which contains a new galvanised steel ladder in
good order.

ii

The interior of the turret has exposed brick and some
stone showing past alterations to the Tower. Some of the
brickwork would benefit from repointing although protected
by being inside the structure.

15

Partitions, screens, panelling doors and
door furniture

i

There are no partitions, screens or panelling. The only
internal door is that to the Vestry. This is a timber boarded
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Above: Nave roof general view. Below: Chancel ceiling.
Bottom:Vestry ceiling.
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door with strap hinges on pins with a metal handle. The
door appears to be in good order.
16

Ground floor structure, timber platforms

i

The ground floor to the Tower consists of geometric tiles laid
onto a solid bed. Some loss of grouting between tiles but
not significant except behind the north Tower door.

iii

Geometric tiles continue into the Nave and form the central
aisleway. Some movement to the floor edges against the
timber platforms and some of the edge tiles are loose,
especially to the centre on the north side, although a number
rebedded since the last inspection. The majority of the tile
area is covered by a carpet runner which is on a breathable
underlay and is in satisfactory order.

iv

To the east end of the Nave some further geometric tiling
around the pulpit area. Some cracks in tiles but not
significant. A few further areas of worn grouting. Stone
steps to Chancel arch, some decay in stone especially to the
south side near the Reader’s Desk.

v

Within the Chancel area between the Chancel step and
Sanctuary, encaustic tiles. Some tiles are cracked and some
of these cracks are old, but some more recent movement
or loosening of tiles on the north side beyond the carpet
runner. Also some failed grouting between some tiles.
Regrouting and rebedding of loose tiles is recommended.
Repair to the chancel step has been recently undertaken with
lime mortar and some of the loose tiles stabilised.

vi

Carpet runner continues to Altar step. The Altar step is
covered in kneeler cushions but appears to be in satisfactory
order. The Altar is on an oak strip wood floor with carpet
runner in front of the Altar table.

vii

The Sanctuary floor is somewhat scuffed and dirty but still
satisfactory where visible. Whilst cleaning of the floor would
be desirable, it is not a priority. Any cleaning should be
undertaken with appropriate advice and sealers should not
be applied. At this time the floor appears to be sound but
there is no ventilation beneath the floor evident, other than a
slight gap around the perimeter, so there is still risk of decay
of supporting joists or battens.

viii

Stone steps to Vestry door are satisfactory. Geometric clay
tile floor inside shows significant salt staining indicating
problems with moisture levels, probably connected with the
drain outside which has now been corrected. The floor now
seems dry. Salts more distinct and heavier beneath a carpet
placed over the floor. Suggest this carpet is removed and
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Above: Nave cental aisle and carpet. Below: Encaustic tiles in
chancel. Second below:Tiles under the carpet runner. Bottom:
Vestry floor.
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salts are brushed off with a stiff bristle brush where possible.
ix

Raised timber pew platforms within the Nave of softwood
construction. Holes cut into the raised curves along the
central aisle to provide ventilation, and a few air bricks
visible on external walls.

x

The pew platforms still appear to be structurally sound
but there is extensive evidence of woodworm. It is most
particularly evident on the south side, although also present
in the north side. In the south side platform some boarding
has been replaced, especially to the rear of the platform,
with a few isolated sections in the middle. I understand
that whilst there has been past treatments for woodworm
this was now some time ago (perhaps 20 years ago). I
understand that future proposals for this church include
removing pews and infilling the existing pew platform with
solid floors. In view of this, it would seem excessive to
undertake further significant works to the existing platforms,
however there is the risk for woodworm to spread into other
Top: Pew timber floor. Above: Informal seating with nave pews.
structures. Most woodworm treatments are now water
Below: Nave, south wall. Bottom: Nave looking east.
based which can exacerbate problems in that woodworm and
other forms of decay tend to prefer damp timber. Treatment
of this should be carried out judiciously, but may be advisable
to control the spread of woodworm - consider using pastes
such as “Deepkill” by Sovereign Chemicals rather than spray
treatments.

xi

The underfloor space could not be inspected but I
understand voids are fairly deep.

17

Internal finishes

i

The finishes to the Tower have been previously described.

ii

Within the Nave the general wall finish is of stucco scribed
to form the appearance of stone joints. The stucco is very
hard but generally appears to be sound. Around the W10
there is a crack in the plaster to the east side jamb and also
a hair crack running from the top of the arch to wall plate
level. These cracks do appear to be fairly old and have not
worsened. A further hair crack also above W9 extends from
the top of the arch to the wall plate, again not worsened
since 2011. Above W8 a crack runs from near the east side
string of the arch up to the bottom of the nearest truss, with
a second crack radiating from the other corner of the truss
eastward. All these cracks are fairly long standing, and as
previously noted.

iii

On the north wall of the Nave cracks also above W6, W5
and W4. Again, all appear to be fairly long standing and all
radiate from the top of the arch, and as reported in 2011.
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iv

At low level in the wall some failure of the plaster. In the
south wall in particular at the west end there are sections of
loose plaster. The low level plaster in the south wall appears
to be generally in better order, although still with some
slight indications of damp and failed paint finish, all as noted
previously.

v

Window cills have been replaced to W4 and W5, the other
window cills in the Nave show some decay but are basically
sound, as noted in 2011.

vi

Some staining below the window cills, probably from past
watering of plants or repairs to windows.

vii

The east wall of the Nave contains the Chancel arch, this has
undergone recent repairs to consolidate decaying stonework,
particularly to the springing of the arch and capital on the
north side. The capital on the south side has undergone
repairs since the last insepection. To the front of the arch
there is some misalignment of the stonework from old
movement, probably now all stable. Some old patching of
plaster, particularly on the south side of the arch and towards
the corner of the south wall, over painted and long standing,
all as noted in 2011.

viii

Behind the truss brickwork is visible where plaster has fallen
off, more loose plaster is visible and some consolidation
is desirable but made difficult by the timber fretwork and
access. When further access is possible the plaster should
be consolidated and visible brickwork also consolidated and
replastered, all as sin 2011. Should any further plaster fall
off the wall it should really be trapped behind the truss and
should not present a significant risk.

ix

To the west wall of the Nave against the Tower a crack is
visible behind the truss which presumably relates to the tell
tales visible in the clock chamber within the Tower. Again
some slight decay of plaster but not as significant as that to
the east gable wall, as previously noted.

x

Below the truss hair cracks are visible to the south side
running from the tie beam to one side of the radiant heater,
extending down faintly to the springing of the Tower arch.
On the north side of the arch a vertical crack runs from
the spring of the arch up to the tie beam. Both cracks are
relatively old and significant movement is not suspected and
no worsening since 2011.

xi

The springing of the arch to each side and the remainder
of the arch on the south side was decayed. Since the last
inspection the decay has been cut back and new stone
installed. All now appear satisfactory.
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Top: Nave, north wall. Second above: Stained glass in the
north nave window. Above: Millenium tapestry. Below:
Damaged plaster over the rear pew.
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xii

At low level in the plaster above the pew on the south side is
a small section of loose plaster, as previously noted.

xiii

Within the Nave two bronze memorial plaques on the north
wall between the windows. Elsewhere within the Nave a
series of tapestries to commemorate the Millennium. Six
tapestry panels which are a very positive feature.

xiv

Indication of condensation at low level on walls referred to
in the 2008 Quinquennial inspection were still not visible on
the day of the inspection and the church was well ventilated
with open hopper lights.

xv

In the Chancel further scribed plasterwork. To the north
wall two lancet windows with replaced stone cills, paint
finish still needs to be made good and slight shrinkage of
one plaster repair below W2. Also old plaster patch visible
over painted, all as noted in 2011. Hair cracks from below
both the windows and wider hair crack from above both
lancet windows with small hole in plaster above W1 on the
underside of the wall plate, again as previously recorded.

xvi

Hair cracks in the corner of the north side and south side
walls against the east wall of the Chancel and misaligned
plasterwork above the east window, which has been over
painted and therefore presumed old, and as previously
recorded.

xvii

A diagonal hair crack running from the corner of the bronze
memorial plaque towards the east wall in the south wall of
the Chancel. Doorway with arch head through to the Vestry
in the same wall.

xviii

To the west wall of the Chancel above the Chancel arch a
hair crack extends from near the top of the arch up to the tie
beam to the scissor trusses. Hair crack in the corner to the
south wall. Some possible evidence of some water ingress
from the flashing, presumed old and decay to the springing
of the arch on both sides but particularly to the south side
where repair has not yet been attempted. No obvious
worsening since 2011.

xix

Some salts in the stonework at low level to the arch respond
on the north side. Some peeling of paint at low level on the
south wall of the Chancel due to some damp ingress, also
around the Vestry door, generally as reported in 2011.

xx

Within the Vestry plastered walls, unscribed, a crack in the
south east corner with some radiating cracks and some loose
plasterwork associated. Crack also in the south west corner
and a hair crack in the middle of the west wall, which is still
concealed by some plywood sheets.
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Above:Tower arch and tower base. Below: Renewed cills to
the chancel. Second below: Rear of the chancel arch. Bottom:
Nave, north side.
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xxi

Cracking in the gable wall on the south side of the Vestry
above the window. The crack on the west side runs from the
head of the window up to the purlin and is approximately
5mm wide at its greatest width. The crack on the other side
of the east side of the window running up to the purlin on
the east side is a hair crack, both as noted in 2011.

xxii

At low level there is failing plaster to a height of about
a foot up the wall and some loose plaster near the south
west corner, which is presumably due to old damp ingress,
also associated with salts in the floor. At the time of the
inspection this all appeared to be fairly dry.

xxiii

The majority of cracks in plaster are probably more
connected with the use of a very hard plaster mix which
does not allow any means to accommodate movement in the
wall, rather than significant movement of the building.

xxiv

Other finishes to floors and ceilings elsewhere described.

18

Fittings, fixtures, furniture and moveable
articles

i

Pews within the Nave appear to be generally of oak and
in satisfactory order. Some of the concealed brackets at
low level are of softwood and may therefore be vulnerable
to woodworm attack. I understand one pew has been
previously removed and disposed off which had suffered
beetle attack.

ii

The pulpit is of stone, as noted previously some salting and
decay of the stone at low level but basically appears to be
sound. Evidence of iron fixing cramp in the top of the stone
pulpit slabs to the north side with consequential failure and
cracking and splitting of the stone, and evidence of other
cracks similar within this construction. At present the pulpit
still appears to be stable.

iii

The font is within the base of the Tower, Victorian with
wooden lid, stone, all appears to be in satisfactory order.

iv

Wooden enclosure to the meters in the base of the Tower.
Wooden bookshelf in the Tower base for hymn books.

v

Bench seat on the north side of the Chancel. Altar rail,
reasonably well secured, of oak construction, but some slight
movement, particularly at the north end where plaster is
being dislodged due to the movement.

vi

Within the Sanctuary area a short pew with some
woodworm holes, oak panelling to the east wall at low level
with plywood panel installed where Altar has been brought
forward - also a Reader’s desk.

p e t e r ro g a n & a s s o c i a t e s l i m i t e d

Top: Cracks in vestry gable wall plaster. Above: Vestry wall
with cracking in plaster. Below:The font.
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vii

Altar table timber, oak, and where visible appears to be in
satisfactory order.

viii

Cushion kneelers in front of the Altar rail. Three loose
timber chairs and one modern padded metal chair installed
in the base of the Tower.

ix

Aluminium wheelchair ramps stored within Tower base.

x

Oak table in Tower base with welcome information. Timber
noticeboard at raised level above the font.

19

Toilets, kitchens, vestries etc.

i

There are no toilets or kitchens, although the parish are
working on plans for both.

ii

The Vestry has largely been previously described. It contains
a storage cupboard on the east wall and a Chubb safe.

20

Organs and other musical instruments

i

There is no pipe organ but there is a Victorian harmonium
and a modern Yamaha keyboard, neither tested.

21

Monuments, tombs, plaques

i

There are two bronze plaques on the north wall of the Nave,
in satisfactory order and one bronze plaque on the south
side of the Chancel, also in satisfactory order. No other
monuments or tombs noted inside the church.

22

Service installations generally

i

The only service laid onto the church is electricity. This is a
modern installation and appears to be in good order. It was
last tested in 2013.

23

Heating installation

i

Heating is provided by means of radiant electric heaters
located generally at high level. Within the Nave there are
six heaters fixed to the tie beams of the roof trusses. One
further heater located in the Tower above the font and two
heaters located in the Chancel to the rear of the Chancel
arch. One heater fixed within on the west wall of the Vestry.

ii

No other forms of heating noted.

iii

The heating system should be checked by an electrician
periodically, as part of mains testing regimes.
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Above:Typical pew. Below:Tower base area. Bottom: Radiant
heater and floodlight fitting.
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24

Electrical installation

i

As previously described, the electrical installation is
relatively new and was last inspected in 2013 and found to
be satisfactory.

25

Sound system

i

There is no sound system installed.

26

Lightning conductor

i

There is a lightning conductor fixed to the west face of the
Tower. This appears to be fairly modern. Under the latest
British Standard testing is recommended annually - the last
test was undertaken in 2014.

27

Fire precautions

i

The fire extinguishers were last tested in 2010; extinguishers
should be tested on an annual basis. There is a water and a
carbon dioxide extinguisher located near to the north door
of the Tower. The Fire Risk Assessment was not viewed.

28

Disabled access provision and access

i

There is a modest step up into the church from the door of
the Tower and an aluminium access ramp is provided. Regrading of the main path might allow permanent level access.
It is recommended that the Parish prepare an Access Audit
if this has not already happened. This can be carried out by
referring to ‘Through the Eye Of a Needle’ – a publication
by the Church Buildings Council.

ii

No other facilities for people with disabilities was noted.

29

Safety

i

Please refer to sections vx (asbestos), vxi (Fire Risk
Assessment) and vxiii (Health and Safety) for general
comments on safety issues.

ii

Access to the Tower has been improved by the installation
of a fixed metal ladder to the clock chamber level. Access
above this is more difficult requiring a combination of
removable short wooden ladder and the old spiral stair.
Access into the bell chamber itself is very difficult around the
bell frame. Should any work be carried out to improve the
bell installation this may also include some improvements
to access to that stage to facilitate and encourage routine
maintenance.
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Above: New electrical control panel. Below: Ramp for
wheelchair access. Bottom:The entrance door.
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iii

Uneven paving across the churchyard gate could be a trip
hazard, as previously noted.

30

Bats

i

No evidence of bats was noted during the inspection,
however should any bats be found in the church or environs
in the future, or bat roosts likely to be affected by any
future works, a licence will be required from DEFRA (the
Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs) or
via Natural England before work can commence.

31

Curtilage

i

Churchyard – a large rectangular churchyard extending
from the road of the north boundary to the cemetery on
the southern boundary. There is no longer any formal
distinction or boundary line between the closed churchyard
and the current cemetery area. The churchyard is closed and
therefore now managed by the Parish Council.

Above:Tower lower access ladder. Below: Cemetery area.
Bottom: Entrance gates with a loose capstone.

At the time of this inspection the churchyard again appeared
to be well maintained.
32

Ruins

i

There are no ruins.

33

Monuments

i

Various monuments including slate headstones and raised
kerbs around grave plots with some more modern granite
headstones in the southern part of the churchyard. One
chest tomb with iron railings near to the Vestry. The
churchyard is now maintained by the Parish Council who
carried out a topple test and found no work required except
to one modest headstone.

34

Boundary walls, lynch gates and fencing

i

The northern boundary is to the road and consists of a brick
wall approximately 1 metre high with blue brick coping. A
pillar box is built into a pier on the north west corner and
has a stone coping. Stone copings also to the pillars to each
side of the central gateway and to the pier at the east end
of the wall. Some open perpends to the bottom course of
bricks above the tarmac, but generally the wall appears to be
in satisfactory order.

ii

An iron hoop with cross and a space for lantern now
missing over the central gateway. Slight lifting of the blue
brick paving slabs across the gateway threshold with one
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slab broken where a metal bolt catch is installed; possible
trip hazard. A pair of wrought iron gates, light rust visible
and oiling of hinges desirable but gates work satisfactorily.
Painting of the gates with the next 5 years may well be
desirable. The cap stones to the pillars supporting the
iron loop are loose and need rebedding and pinning to the
brickwork.
iii

On the churchyard side of the wall, the ground level is
only about ½ metre below the top of the wall indicating
that it is retaining about ½ metre of soil. There is a slight
misalignment of the wall and bulging, particularly on the
western section. This does not appear to be significant and
the wall appears basically sound and as previousl noted.

iv

The western boundary is generally defined by an adjoining
building and therefore all maintenance presumably lies with
the adjoining owners. Some headstones are placed against
the wall close to the church. Beyond the southern end of
the building there is a section of breeze block retaining wall
extending for about 6 metres until the end of the original
churchyard - all generally as previously noted.

v

To the side of the cemetery area a Laurel hedge.

vi

The southern boundary of the churchyard no longer has any
clear distinction to the cemetery area. There is just a slight
bank to define where the boundary once was.

vii

The eastern boundary consists of a timber fence to the
adjoining property. From the lie of the front of the adjoining
property to the road there is a new timber panel fence with
concrete posts. To the rear of the same property there is
further fencing with concrete posts which is in satisfactory
order at present.

35

Trees and shrubs

i

There is only one large mature tree which is in the north
east corner of the churchyard near to the northern boundary
wall and is a Scots Pine - the Chestnut tree has now been
removed. Responsibility for the maintenance of trees lies
with the parish council as the churchyard is closed.

ii

Some other decorative trees near to the northern boundary
wall on the west side, including what appears to be a Rowan.
Further trees in the northern part of the churchyard include
a weeping Beech and four Yew trees, plus a large Holly bush
and other shrubs of unknown genus.

iii

A further Yew tree is positioned on the western side of the
Tower, approximately 3 metres from the Tower wall, and is
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Above: Post box in the front wall. Below: Footpath around the
boundary. Bottom: Northern part of the churchyard.
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reasonably clear of the wall face at present.
iv

In the southern section of the churchyard there is one central
Copper Beech still relatively juvenile, one large Yew tree and
a few other juvenile trees, all appear to be in satisfactory
order.

36

Hard standing areas

i

There is a winding concrete path, approximately 1.2 metres
wide, leading from the north gateway to the church door.
As previously noted, this path has cracked in about three
places but is still satisfactory. One of the cracks has clearly
been worked on to remove a potential trip hazard and is
satisfactory.

ii

There is an asphalt path with raised concrete kerb and gravel
gutter running along the side of the north part of the Nave
and Chancel which continues around the east side of the
Chancel to the cemetery. This path is about 1 metre wide
and appears to be in good order generally but with some
cracking of the asphalt on the embankment section where it
extends into the new cemetery area.

iii

There has been some recent renewing of tarmac within
the cemetery and an extension of the path, forming a new
branch leading westward across the middle of the new
cemetery area.

iv

The new path section has pronounced tears running each
side where there may have been some movement in the
concrete edgings or the asphalt was not fully compacted.
There is an attempt to seal these cracks with tar, but the
cracks have opened further and could be vulnerable to frost
damage. It is recommended that these cracks be refilled
with asphalt or tar to extend the life of the tarmac and to
prevent premature failure. Cracks in the path were also
noted in 2011.

37

Miscellaneous

i

There is a wooden bench seat to the cemetery area which
appears to be still generally in satisfactory order.

ii

There is a lean-to wooden shed with tarred profiled metal
roof up against the south side of the Tower for storage.
The door to this shed needs some easing and reapplication
of preservative to the timber boarding and a locking
mechanism is needed.

iii

A new noticeboard has been installed behind the north
boundary wall to the east side of the gateway. There is also a
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Above:The general approach to the church. Below: Concrete
pathway. Second below:The noticeboard. Bottom: Church
noticeboard and boundary wall.
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Parish Council board mounted behind the wall towards the
western corner of the wall.
38

Log book

i

The log book, or terrier in this case, was made available
for inspection. Building works to the church have been
recorded in the terrier rather than in a separate log book,
however the information has been kept up to date.
Above: Loose capstone in entrance upstand. Below: Church
interior, general view. Second below:The concrete entrance
path to the church. Below left: Church south side general
view. Bottom left: Church seen from the north east.
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D

recommendations and summary
Note that a Faculty is likely to be needed for all works other than minor items of routine maintenance. Where
there is doubt as to whether a Faculty is necessary, the DAC Secretary should be consulted.
Costs provided below are rough indicative cost estimates only.
Items marked (M) are classified as Category M: Works of Routine Maintenance and
Repair

(A)

Works recommended to be carried out as soon as possible.

i

If not already available prepare an Asbestos Management Plan and Fire Risk Assessment (an asbestos survey
is likely to cost around £400; the fire risk assessment could be produce ‘in house’ using available guidance).
(M)

ii

Arrange for testing of the fire extinguishers. (M)

(B)

Works recommended to be carried out within the one year

i

Commission a lightning conductor inspection in accordance with the period recommended by the British
Standard (typically 2.5 year intervals) and in accordance with the methodology recommended. Check if the
shared earth is permissible. (M)

ii

Modify or replace the water butt with one having a proper overflow arrangement and repair lower pipe section
if necessary (total cost around £100). (M)

iii

Roofer to check for hole in the Nave roof, south side and repair. (estimated cost £150) (M)

(C)

Works recommended to be carried out within the next two years

i

Check for loose pointing and patch point low level stonework where urgent using lime mortar (budget cost
£750). (M)

ii

Remove loose mortar from the south wall of the Vestry and repoint using lime mortar (budget cost around
£500). (M)

iii

Treat areas of woodworm where active infestation is believed to be present pending renewing of floors with
new levelled floors if re-ordering project is pursued (cost around £100). (M)

iv

Arrange for checking of effectiveness of below ground drainage (check during prolonged heavy rain) and
connections to downpipes including, if appropriate, CCTV survey of below ground drainage (around £500 for
a CCTV allowing for need to remove downpipes to gain access). (M)

v

Repair door and frame to the Tower access door (budget cost around £500). (M)

vi

Clean down and repaint all rainwater goods, replace any defective sections and reseal joints where necessary.
(budget around £2000). (M)

vii

Mains electrical test becomes due. (Budget cost £300) (M)

vii
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(D)

Works recommended to be carried out within the next Quinquennium, 5
years

i

Clean down and repaint all iron saddle bars inside windows. If funds allow, employ a glazier to take out saddle
bars and replace with non-ferrous or to tip ends of existing bars with stainless steel to prevent potential damage
to stonework (could be carried out by volunteer with care, or say £500 for professional). (M)

ii

Fill all cracks in plaster and consolidate plaster where loose (including the clock chamber of the tower), if funds
allow, to allow monitoring of any future movement. Where appropriate, make good decorations. The PCC may
wish to defer this pending a possible re-ordering project (budget cost £2500). (M)

iii

Further rebedding of loose floor tiles to the central aisleway and Chancel is recommended (budget cost £500).
(M)

(E)

Other works which are desirable

i

Making good of plasterwork behind the trusses of each gable wall of the Nave is desirable, but for financial
reasons would probably need to be co-ordinated with any future cleaning and making good of ceiling finishes
because of the difficulties and cost of access. (M)

ii

Whilst more extensive plaster repair and redecoration is desirable, it is not urgent, but the localised repair and
making good of decorations to monitor past movement to see if cracks reopen would be particularly desirable,
and has previously been recommended in the section above.

iii

Restoration of the bell frames and bell installation is desirable, but is unlikely to be a priority for the PCC
especially if there are no active ringers. However the potential to find sources of grant funding specifically to
this end should not be discounted. In the meantime the installation should not be ignored: ironwork and bolts
that form parts of the installation are rusting and should be checked by specialists to ensure safety. Safety and
access improvement to the upper part of the tower are also advisable.

(F)

Summary

i

Once again it is clear that the church is well cared for and the efforts of the Parish and PCC should be commended.
A number of significant recommendations from the 2011 inspection report have been implemented, and this
follows on from previous phases of restoration work.

ii

The repair works and recommendations outlined above are generally modest in nature and simply to continue
to keep the building in its current good order.

iii

In order to keep church buildings in good order it is always essential that rainwater is adequately managed and
controlled. The rainwater goods seem at the moment to be mostly in satisfactory order but will need repainting
in the near future.

iv

The current arrangements for direct connection of pipes and underground drainage does not allow for the rate
and flow of water to be checked to see if the underground drainage system is adequate. Ideally gulleys should
be fitted to the bases of all downpipes and it is also recommended that the routes and condition of below ground
drainage be checked by means of a CCTV survey, however this may need to be carried out when the Parish has
sufficient funds. In the meantime the rainwater system should be checked for problems during heavy rain.

v

Some further making good of tile floor finishes is still desirable but the PCC may wish to defer this until such
time as any reordering currently being contemplated are carried out.

Peter Rogan

BA DipArch(Leics) PGDipArchPrac
ACIOB MCIAT AABC RIBA
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site plan
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Advisory Committee for the Care of Churches of the Diocese of Leicester

Checklist of items required by the Inspecting Architect / Surveyor
from the PCC to enable the completion of the Quinquennial Inspection Report
Seen
(please tick)

Unavailable
(please tick)

3
3

The Church Log Book
Copy of the previous Quinquennial Inspection (to
be sent to a newly appointed architect in advance
of the inspection)
Schedule of all works / installations / repairs
(including insurance claims) undertaken since the
last Quinquennial Inspection (to be incorporated in
Section 1 of the Report)

3

Dated (please
give date)
29/11/2013

Pass /
Fail

3

Unavailable
(please tick)

Not
applicable

Copy of Electrical Installation Test Report
*
Copy of Quinquennial Tree Report (noting
2014
any TPOs)
* churchyard closed; tree maintenance carried out by the parish council.
Copies of Test Reports etc.: Lightning Conductor Test Report
Portable Appliance Test Report
Asbestos Inspection Report
Access and Disability Audit Report
Fire Risk Assessment
Health & Safety Risk Assessment
Gas Safety / Boiler Service Report
Fire Appliances (extinguishers) Test
Report
Fire Alarm & Emergency Lighting
Test Report
Security Alarm Test Report
Any recommendations from insurers
regarding security
Inventory of fixtures, fittings and
furniture

Dated (please
give date)
21/02/14
05/12/2013

Exists
Exists

Pass /
Fail

3

3

Unavailable
(please tick)

3
3
3
3

Not
applicable

3

2010

3
3

3
3

In order for the Quinquennial Inspection Report to be as thorough as possible, the above
information should be made available to the Inspecting Architect / Surveyor before / on the date
of the inspection, where relevant
The Inspecting Architect / Surveyor is required to incorporate this record sheet as the last item
in the Quinquennial Report. Copies can be downloaded from
www.leicester.anglican.org/dac/quinquennial-inspections
The Inspecting Architect / Surveyor is unable to complete the Quinquennial Inspection Report
without having seen the up-to-date Church Log Book
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